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BUSINESS PROFILE AT A GLIMPSE
General Business Information
Business Name

VSINGH CPA LLC

Head Ofﬁce Address

9300 Forest Point Circle, Suite 150
Manassas VA 20110

Phone Number

+703 957 0038

Website

www.vsinghcpa.com

Email

accountant@vsinghcpa.com

Business Status

Active

Business Details
Date of Establishment

2016

Industry

Department of Defense Government
Contractors’ Finance and Accounting
Support

Main Services

Defense Contract Audit Agency
Compliance Support

Customer Geographies

Virginia, U.S.A

Customer Industries

Department of Defense Government
Contractors

Business Capacity
Number of Employees

3

Qualiﬁcations and
Certiﬁcations

Subject Matter Experts in Government
Contractors Finance and Accounting

OVERVIEW

Background

Conducting business with the United States Federal Government can be quite
complicated as it brings with it a unique set of complications and challenges. A complex
array of regulations imposed by various regulating bodies along with the highly sensitive
and conﬁdential nature of work demands accuracy and proﬁciency from the contractors.
With the added pressure of a new administration, government contractors are now facing
the immense pressure and challenge of navigating this uncertainty while still providing
accurate incurred cost submission, provisional billing rates, an approved accounting
system to win prime contracts, DCAA audits, and more.

The VSINGH Solution
VSINGH CPA LLC “VSINGH” is a Manassas, Virginia-based CPA ﬁrm posed to serve
government contractors, assisting them in meeting these challenges. Founded on staunch
principles of integrity, transparency, and accuracy, we help government contractors across
various industries remain DCAA and FAR compliant.
VSINGH leverages the keen insights its founder, Vik Singh has garnered 15+ years of
experience working with a government contractor.
The acumen and pragmatism Vik gained through this experience support his zeal for
assisting Department of Defense government contractors developing internal controls,
implement the Deltek Costpoint accounting system, and manage indirect rates/billing
rates, incurred cost submission, budget management, and cost containment.
With Vik at the helm, VSINGH functions to facilitate government contractors’ pursuit of
delivering innovation-driven solutions. Whether your needs pertain to
DCAA-compliant accounting and accrued expenses or DCAA audit support,
we aim to maximize your business’s value and guarantee accountability.

MISSION
“To support government contractors in their partnership with
the Department of Defense.”

VISION
“To be the Department of Defense Government Contractors’
primary resource for their ﬁnancial and accounting support.”

DCAA Compliant Accounting Capabilities –
What We Can Do For You
When it comes to serving our government contractor clients, VSINGH is very stringent in
terms of compliance and adhering to governing principles laid out by the DCAA and FAR.
Regardless of how complicated or elaborate your accounting needs might be, we seek to
deliver uncompromised service consistently.
Forged on our ﬁrm’s expansive experience and knowledge base, VSINGH simpliﬁes the
most complicated aspect of working on government contractors. Our core
competencies are divided into technical DCAA-compliant accounting, ﬁnancial advice,
and government contractor-speciﬁc consultation.

DCAA COMPLIANT ACCOUNTING
Equipped with a thorough understanding of DCAA guidelines, our services are designed
and delivered to keep clients compliant as they compete for defense government clients.
From pre-audits to end-to-end oversight for job cost reporting and accurate ﬁnancial
reporting, we cater to the critical needs of government contractors across the country.
● Outsourced Accounting for Department of Defense Government Contractors
● Establishing Policies and Procedures to Manage Internal Controls
● Accounts Payable and Receivable
● Account Analysis
● Compute rates (actual and billing)
● Identify allowable indirect rates
● Prepaid expense amortization
● Deferred rent schedule

DCAA COMPLIANCE AND AUDIT SUPPORT
Depending on the audit scope and time, we can assist you through preand post-award accounting systems, ﬁnancial capability, incurred costs,
invoicing, business systems and internal controls audits. We make sure
that regardless of the type of DCAA audit, keeping in line with relevant
accounting principles.
● FAR and CAS Support
● Establish Polices and Procedure to support cost compliance.
● Prepare Provisional Billing Rates and Incurred Cost Submission
● Disclosure Statement Assistance
● Assistance to get an Approved Accounting System
● Pre-Award Survey Assistance
● DCAA compliant indirect cost rate structure establishment
● Review Contracts for cost for compliance
● Interface with DCAA and DCAA audit assistance
● Compile supporting documentation
● Staff Training

DELTEK COSTPOINT ACCOUNTING SYSTEM SETUP
Proper Deltek Costpoint integration is critical for maintaining accurate accounting
and ﬁnancial records. From the initial setup of the accounting system to project
breakdown structure and data migration, we provide end-to-end support for
government contractors.
● Setting up Costpoint
● Setting up Deltek Time and Expense
● Assisting contractors to establish
o Project breakdown structure
o Chart of accounts
o Organization
o Determine Cost Pools

STATE & LOCAL REPORTING
Defense government contractorsare exposed to complicated State and Local Tax or SALT
regulations. Under changing and revised regulations, minimizing tax liabilities, aligning your
tax rates, analyzing tax incentives, Nexus ﬁlings, avoiding penalties, and more, we help you
gauge and navigate the tax landscape.
● Tax support both state and local
● Sales and use tax help
● Registered agent establishment

Value Proposition – Differentiators
DEFENSE CONTRACT AUDIT AGENCY (DCAA)
RELATIONSHIP
When you interface with the DCAA and auditors, Vik leverages his connections with
the agency to yield effective results for contractors and help them maximize ﬁnancial
and business opportunities.

PROACTIVE
Regularly scheduled meetings and in-depth initial interviews allow us to grasp the
core of your operations, corporate structure, and services. This helps us strategize
DCAA-compliant accounting services and support for your unique needs.

COST-EFFECTIVE FEE RATES
Where possible, we review our price structures and quotes upfront.
Our fees are transparent and will assist you with managing your
cash ﬂows. You won’t have to worry about a large invoice
incurring at the end of the month.

GROWTH-DRIVEN
Our accounting support and services are not only meant to keep contractors compliant
but also strategize in a way that focuses on facilitating growth-driven pursuits.

PROCESS IMPROVEMENT THROUGH COLLABORATION
Whether it’s through Deltek Costpoint setup or internal control audits, we assist our clients
to assess existing processes, making sure they’re running efﬁciently, reducing costs, and
keeping you compliant with regulatory requirements.

Vik Singh – The Team, Brain, and Force
behind VSINGH
Founding and Managing Partner, Vik Singh boasts 20 years of burgeoning experience
and brings pragmatic and collaborative corporate expertise in all facets of government
contracting. Over the years, he’s established credibility and authority in his ﬁeld of
expertise and establishing internal controls.
At the helm of all operations, Vik Singh drives
innovation, compliance, accountability and
transparency to build rapport with clients
and DCAA professionals alike. Using
his extensive FAR and CAS, he
creates actionable strategies that
keep contractors in their clients’
good books.

